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Large Scale Structures and BAO’s at 21 cm 
✤ 3D mapping of 21 cm emission

BAORadio project in France
✤ Electronic developments 
✤ HICluster program at Nançay 
✤ PAON interferometer 
✤ NeBuLA 

Tianlai 

Toward SKA : EMBRACE 

R. Ansari - Nov 2014
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LSS & BAO at 21 cm
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28 August 2012                                        Presentation to HEPAP                         Rocky Kolb, University of Chicago

• No single technique can tell us everything: use multiple techniques
Different techniques have different strengths and weaknesses
Different systematic uncertainties in different techniques
Different techniques sensitive to new physics in different ways

• Dark Energy changes history of expansion rate of the universe
Measure distances as function of redshift (i.e., luminosity distance by SNe)
Measure growth rate of structure as function of z  (                                )

• Acceleration may be due to modified gravity (MG)
Measure growth rate of structure & infall of galaxies

The Nature of Dark Energy
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28 August 2012                                        Presentation to HEPAP                         Rocky Kolb, University of Chicago

Ongoing & Future Dark-Energy Projects
Ongoing/planned projects without major DOE support (not all DE primary goal)
Location Survey Type Project Comments

US

Spectroscopic HETDEX BAO

Imaging Pan-STARRS1, SkyMapper SNe primary probe

Space WFIRST* NASA, DOE scientist support

Millimeter ACTpol, SPTpol (SZ) Clusters NSF/some DOE

21cm BAOBAB *, PAPER, MWA Signal detection is initial 
goal, dark energy in future

Non-US

Spectroscopic Subaru PFS (Japan+), PAU, 
JPAS (Spain+), 4MOST* (Europe) BAO primary method

Imaging KIDS (Europe), Subaru HSC 
(Japan+) WL is the primary  probe

Space Euclid (Europe led + NASA) DOE scientist support

21cm CHIME* (Canada+) Other projects planned, but 
not primary dark energy

Space eROSITA (Germany+) Galaxy Clusters via X ray

* Yet to obtain (to our knowledge) substantial funding.

Slides from R. Kolb presentation
to HEPAP (Aug 2012)

Why DE / BAO at 21 cm ?
Complementarity, 

different systematics,
different bias,

 probe HI
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Baryon Acoustic 

Oscillations

Sweet spot

Wednesday, June 2, 2010

Fig by A. Stebbins
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32 L. Anderson et al.

Figure 23. Comparison of the 68 and 95 per cent constraints in the
DA(0.57)(rfidd /rd) � H(0.57)(rfidd /rd) plane from CMASS consensus
anisotropic (orange) and isotropic (grey) BAO constraints. The Planck con-
tours correspond to Planck+WMAP polarization (WP) and no lensing. The
green contours show the constraints from WMAP9.

To make the flat ⇤CDM comparison between the CMB
and our BAO measurements more quantitative, we report in Ta-
ble 13 the Planck, WMAP, and eWMAP ⇤CDM predictions for
our isotropic and anistropic BAO observables at z = 0.32 and
z = 0.57. All three predictions are in good agreement with
our isotropic measurements. The largest discrepancy between the
Planck ⇤CDM predictions and BOSS measurements is about 1.5�
for the anisotropic parameter ✏ (or the closely related ↵k) at z =

0.57. eWMAP and BOSS disagree at about 1.8� in ✏, which leads
to an approximately 2.2� offset in ↵?.

Our measurements therefore provide no indication that addi-
tional parameters are needed to describe the expansion history be-
yond those in flat ⇤CDM. However, it is also clear from Fig. 22 and
Table 13 that the disagreement between the WMAP+SPT/ACT and
Planck ⇤CDM BAO predictions is comparable to the error on the
BOSS acoustic scale measurement. Under the assumption of a flat
⇤CDM model, our anisotropic measurements show a mild prefer-
ence for the Planck parameter space over WMAP+SPT/ACT. We
are optimistic that the further analysis of the CMB data sets will
resolve the apparent difference.

Since the uncertainties in the ⇤CDM prediction of the BAO
observables from the CMB are dominated by the uncertainty in
⌦ch

2, another way to summarize and compare the BAO measure-
ments across redshift is as a constraint on ⌦mh2 from the flat
⇤CDM model holding the CMB acoustic scale, `A (Eq. 10 of
Planck Collaboration 2013b), and physical baryon density, ⌦bh

2

fixed. These values are given in the ⌦mh2 column of Table 13.
We stress that these inferences depend critically on the assump-
tion of a flat ⇤CDM expansion history. Using this method, the
BOSS inferences are more precise than the CMB and fall between
the WMAP and Planck constraints. The isotropic CMASS analy-
sis yields ⌦mh2

= 0.1389 ± 0.0022, in close agreement with the
LOWZ result of 0.1387 ± 0.0036. Our anisotropic analysis shifts

Figure 24. The DV (z)/rd measured from galaxy surveys, divided by the
best-fit flat ⇤CDM prediction from the Planck data. All error bars are 1 �.
We now vary the cosmological model for the Planck prediction. Red shows
the prediction assuming a flat Universe with w = �0.7; blue shows the pre-
diction assuming a closed Universe with ⌦K = �0.01 and a cosmological
constant.

to a notably larger value, ⌦mh2

= 0.1416± 0.0018, closer to the
Planck measurement. This shift in ⌦mh2 between the isotropic and
anisotropic CMASS fits is simply a restatement of the half sigma
shift in ↵ between our isotropic and anistropic fits, discussed in
Sec. 7.5.

For our cosmological parameter estimation, we present
Planck in most cases but show the results for WMAP and
WMAP+SPT/ACT in some cases so that the reader can assess the
differences. For most combinations, the agreement is good. This is
because the BAO data fall between the two CMB results and hence
tend to pull towards reconciliation, and because the low-redshift
data sets dominate the measurements of dark energy in cosmolo-
gies more complicated than the vanilla flat ⇤CDM model.

Fig. 23 and Table 13 illustrate many of the features of the
⇤CDM model fits we present in Table 14. For instance, the ad-
dition of a CMASS BAO measurement to the CMB improves the
constraint on ⌦mh2 by 40 per cent for Planck (with similar im-
provements for the other CMB choices). The central values for
all three reported ⇤CDM parameters shift by one sigma between
isotropic and anisotropic CMASS fits. There are also one sigma
shifts between Planck and WMAP/eWMAP central parameter val-
ues at fixed BAO measurements; taken together, WMAP+CMASS-
iso or eWMAP+CMASS-iso and Planck+CMASS differ in their
central values of ⌦m and H

0

by about 2�. Additionally combin-
ing with other BAO and SN measurements relaxes this tension to
about 1�. Within the context of the ⇤CDM model, the combina-
tion of CMB and BAO provides 1 per cent (3 per cent) constraints
on H

0

and ⌦m, respectively. These constraints relax by a factor of
3 (2) in the most general expansion history model, ow

0

waCDM.
In Anderson et al. (2012) we showed that the BAO distance-

redshift relation is consistent with that measured by Type Ia super-
novae. This remains true with these DR11 results.

9.3 Cosmological parameter estimates in extended models

While the flat ⇤CDM expansion history is sufficient to explain cur-
rent CMB and BAO measurements, the addition of precise low-
redshift BAO distances greatly improves constraints on parameters
that generalize the flat ⇤CDM expansion history. In this section we

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–38

⬅  SDSS-III BOSS 
Anderson et al, arXiv 1312.4877

& redshift coverage … 
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21-cm 3D Intensity Mapping 
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As in optical surveys : 
 Identification of HI (21 cm) emission sources, determination 
of the angular position and redshift - Computation of the 
two point correlation function or the P(k) spectrum, using 
the catalogue of identified objets. 

Or similar to CMB observations :
 3D mapping of the HI (21 cm) emission - T21(α,δ,z) - Radio 
foreground subtraction, determination of the power 
spectrum P(k,z) on the 21 cm sky temperature data cubes.

LSS & BAO at 21 cm 

R. Ansari - June 2012
7
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z S21 ( μJy)
0.25 175
0.50 40
1.0 9.6
1.5 3.5
2.0 2.5

S21 en µJy pour MHI = 1010M�

A (m^2) Tsys (K) Slim 
(μJy)5000 50 66

5000 25 33
100000 50 3.5
100000 25 1.7

Slim en µJy pour
tinteg = 86400 s , �⇥ = 1 MHz

> 100 000 m^2 → Need SKA !

SJy
21 ⇥ 0.021 10�6 Jy

MHI

M⇥
�

�
1Mpc
DL

⇥2

� 200 km/s
⇥v

Slim =
2 k Tsys

A
⇤

2tinteg ��

(1+z)

R. Ansari - Sep 2011

LSS / BAO in radio with  galaxies
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3D mapping of neutral hydrogen distribution through total 21 cm 
radio emission (no source detection)
Needs only a modest angular resolution  10-15 arcmin 

Needs a large instantaneous field of view (FOV) and bandwidth (BW) 
 dense interferometer array (high sensitivity at low k) with small 
reflectors (→large FOV)

 Instrument noise ( Tsys ) 
 Foregrounds / radio sources and component separation 

BAO with 21 cm intensity mapping  T21(α,δ,z)

• Peterson, Bandura & Pen  (2006)
• Chang et al. (2008)  arXiv:0709.3672
• Ansari et al (2008) arXiv:0807.3614
• Wyithe, Loeb & Geil (2008) arXiv:0709.2955

R. Ansari - June 2012
9

• Peterson et al (2009) arXiv:0902.3091
• Ansari et al (2012)  arXiv:1108.1474
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http://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Haslam 408 MHz map (Galactic 
synchrotron emission) 

10 K 250 K 
Temp. T (Ech. Log)

Signal HI : T21 < mK !

R. Ansari 

Foregrounds 
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Radio foreground (GSM) @ 720 MHz (z=1.) - Kelvin K
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P(k)@21cm - PNoise(k) - 
DE constraints 

• z = 1  (ν ≈ 710 MHz)
•10 000 sq.deg (π srad) 
• 1 year observation
• Tsys = 50 K Ansari et al., A&A 2012, arXiv:1108.147412

R. Ansari et al.: 21 cm observation of large-scale structures at z ! 1
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Fig. 6. P(k) 21 cm LSS power spectrum at redshift z = 1 with fHI = 2% and the noise power spectrum for several interferometer configurations
((a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g)) with 121, 128, 129, 400, and 960 receivers. The noise power spectrum has been computed for all configurations
assuming a survey of a quarter of the sky over one year, with a system temperature Tsys = 50 K.

Table 3. Sky cube characteristics for the simulations described in this
paper.

Range Center
Right ascension 105 < ! < 195 deg 150 deg
Declination –5 < " < 25 deg +10 deg
Frequency 820 < # < 948 MHz 884 MHz
Wavelength 36.6 < $ < 31.6 cm 33.9 cm
Redshift 0.73 < z < 0.5 0.61

resolution N-cells
Right ascension 3 arcmin 1800
Declination 3 arcmin 600
Frequency 500 kHz (dz ! 10"3) 256

Notes. Cube size: 90 deg # 30 deg # 128 MHz; 1800 # 600 # 256 $
123 # 106 cells.

Platania et al. (1998) or Rogers & Bowman (2008). The syn-
chrotron contribution to the sky temperature for each cell is
then obtained through the formula:

Tsync(!, ", #) = Thaslam #
! #

408 MHz

"%
· (41)

2. A 2D Tnvss(!, ") sky brightness temperature at 1.4 GHz is
computed by projecting the radio sources in the NVSS cat-
alog to a grid with the same angular resolution as the
sky cubes. The source brightness in Jansky is converted
to temperature taking the pixel angular size into account
(!21mK/mJy at 1.4 GHz and 3% # 3% pixels). A spectral in-
dex %src & ["1.5,"2] is also assigned to each sky direction
for the radio source map. We have taken %src as a flat random
number in the range ["1.5,"2], and the contribution of the
radiosources to the sky temperature is computed as:

Tradsrc(!, ", #) = Tnvss #
! #

1420 MHz

"%src

· (42)

3. The sky brightness temperature data cube is obtained
through the sum of the two contributions, Galactic syn-
chrotron and resolved radio sources:

Tfgnd(!, ", #) = Tsync(!, ", #) + Tradsrc(!, ", #). (43)

The 21 cm temperature fluctuations due to neutral hydrogen in
LSS Tlss(!, ", #) were computed using the SimLSS1 software
package, where complex normal Gaussian fields were first gen-
erated in Fourier space. The amplitude of each mode was then
multiplied by the square root of the power spectrum P(k) at
z = 0 computed according to the parametrization of Eisentein
& Hu (1998). We used the standard cosmological parameters,
H0 = 71 km s"1 Mpc"1,!m = 0.264,!b = 0.045,!$ = 0.73 and
w = "1 (Komatsu et al. 2011). An inverse FFT was then per-
formed to compute the matter density fluctuations "&/& in the
linear regime, in a box of 3420# 1140# 716 Mpc3, and evolved
to redshift z = 0.6. The size of the box is about 2500 deg2 in the
transverse direction and "z $ 0.23 in the longitudinal direction.
The size of the cells is 1.9 # 1.9 # 2.8 Mpc3, which correspond
approximately to the sky cube angular and frequency resolution
defined above. We did not take the curvature of redshift shells
into account when converting SimLSS Euclidean coordinates to
angles and frequency coordinates of the sky cubes analyzed here.
This approximate treatment causes distortions visible at large an-
gles !10'. These angular scales correspond to small wave modes
k " 0.02 h Mpc"1 and are excluded for results presented in this
paper.

The mass fluctuations have been converted into tem-
perature using Eq. (10), and a neutral hydrogen fraction
0.008 # (1 + 0.6), leading to a mean temperature of 0.13 mK.
The total sky brightness temperature is computed as the sum of
foregrounds and the LSS 21 cm emission:

Tsky = Tsync + Tradsrc + Tlss or Tsky = Tgsm + Tlss. (44)

1 SimLSS: http://www.sophya.org/SimLSS

A129, page 9 of 17
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Foreground removal

✤ Exploit frequency smoothness 
and power law (∝ ν^β) 
behavior of  foregrounds 
(synchrotron/radio sources)  

✤ power law / polynomial / 
foreground model fit & 
subtraction 

✤ Mode mixing, bias, error 
propagation …

21 cm LSS + 
foregrounds

power law 
subtracted 

21 cm LSS signal 13
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• In France, BAORadio project started in 2007 

• LAL (IN2P3/CNRS), Irfu (CEA), Observatoire de Paris 

• Development of the BAORadio analog & digital electronic 
system 

• Focal plane array prototype FAN 

• Electronic tests at Nançay, using the large radio telescope_

• Test using the CRT prototype at Pittsburgh

• PAON test interferometer with small dishes 

• Financial support: IRFU, CNRS/P&U, P2I, Obs. de Paris, 
LAL, PNCG 

15
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✤ 2006 : J. Peterson, Ue-Li Pen … CRT proposal (Moriond Cosmology),  
discussions in France (LAL, IRFU)

✤ 2007 : Start of BAORadio electronic design in France (LAL-IRFU), 
Prototype cylinder built in Pittsburgh

✤ 2008 : Observatoire de Paris & Nançay join the project in France, first 
tests of the electronic system at the NRT, FAN prototype at Nançay 

✤ 2008-2009 : Fermilab group gets involved in the project , Site testing in 
Morocco   

✤ 2009-2010 : Observation campaigns with the BAORadio electronic, 
acquisition/visibilities & processing software at Pittsburgh 

✤ 2009-2012 : discussions on instrument configuration, dish arrays vs. 
cylinders - Observation programs with NRT, GBT …

✤ 2010-… : Collaboration with NAOC / X. Chen, the Tianlai project
16
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✤ Electronic, acquisition & processing software development 
✤ FAN (J.M.Martin, P. Colom)
✤ Observations with CRT at Pittsburgh, calibration and beam synthesis
✤ HI-Cluster wide band observation program with NRT OptX21 wide 

band observations with NRT : BAORadio & WIBAR
✤ PAON test interferometer at Nançay 
✤ NEBuLA - wide band digitizer   (C. Viou, D. Charlet)

BAORadio (french 21cm intensity mapping effort)

LAL/IN2P3 - SPP/IRFU (CEA) - Obs. de Paris 2007 - 2014 
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Optical digital outputs (2) Input analog channels (4)

USB port

Control FPGA (Cyclone)

ADC + Stratix bloc ADC + Stratix bloc

18

BAORadio ADC board
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19

CRT  (CMU, Pittsburgh)

BAORadio @ CRT-Pittsburgh - 
Nov 2009
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✤ Observation of some nearby clusters (z ~ 0.1) 
✤ Observation in parallel with the NRT auto-correlator & BAORadio 

electronic chain at Nançay 
✤ Total of ~ 10 hours / target - distributed over a year
✤ Calibration, RFI cleaning, sensitivity estimates 
✤ Reach mK level over a wide band 
✤ OptX21 program started, using the BAORadio electronic and 

WIBAR system in parallel 

HICluster program at Nançay
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A&A proofs: manuscript no. HICluster-A&A

Table 3. Calibration coe�cients used to normalize the power spectra registered for both analysis pipelines and the three Abell clusters and the
3C161 calibrator source.

Source ⌫obs (MHz) ACRT Coe↵. [Jy/r.a.u] BAOelec Coe↵. [Jy/r.a.u]
Abell 85 1346.3 27.3 ± 0.8 11.6 ± 0.3

Abell 1205 1320.8 27.6 ± 0.8 11.8 ± 0.3
Abell 2440 1302.4 27.9 ± 0.8 11.9 ± 0.3

3C161 1408.0 26.4 ± 0.8 11.3 ± 0.3

Fig. 14. Radiometer curve obtained with ACRT and BAOelec data for
the three clusters. For BAOelec we have processed part of the data down
to integration times of 16.7 ms, and the whole dataset at 8.4 s. We
can distinguish the results for Abell 1205 (blue), Abell 85 (green) and
Abell 2440 (purple). The blue solid line represents the expected curve
for a system a↵ected only by white noise. For ACRT data analyzed with
our own pipeline the integration time is fixed to 1 s (one ACRT integra-
tion). The ACRT results are presented for Abell 1205 (red), Abell 85
(brown) and Abell 2440 (orange). The red line represents the curve ob-
tained for all clusters with ACRT data analyzed with standard NAPS
pipeline (ie. Figure 1-top), where the integration time is 40 s (one ACRT
acquisition cycle).

ACRT curve for greater integration time. One possible origin of
the "‘1 sec"’ trend change is the noise generated by the 1 sec
duty cycle of the cryogenic cooling system for the low noise am-
plifier in the chariot. A sigma of 2 mJy has been reached after
1,000 sec. Notice that in case one could remove this spurious
noise, this sigma level would be reached after 150 sec.

The results obtained with BAOelec system for the three clus-
ters so in three di↵erent frequency band suggest that BAOelec
system and analysis pipeline is robust over a large frequency do-
main.

It is worth pointing out that the standard procedure to process
ACRT data, in case of known line search, is to make a polyno-
mial baseline fit on (ON-OFF)/OFF spectra, which allows sup-
pressing the global o↵set due to gain variations and the oscilla-
tion residuals in the spectrum before calculating the sigma. Of
course, the line which is searched for in the spectrum is masked
to protect it from suppression, hence it is necessary to know pre-
cisely both its frequency and width.

In the analysis presented here we do not have precise infor-
mation about the HI signals we are searching for in the clusters.
In the HI intensity mapping this would be even more true as in-

dividual galaxy emission does not hold. Thus we cannot apply
the baseline fit procedure.

5.2. HI signal search

6. Conclusions

We have investigated the capabilities of the BAOelec system
nearly fully digital, based around on a FPGA based ADC board
with optical link to a PC housed inside the NRT chariot (BAO-
elec). During 1 year, we have surveyed the [1250, 1500]MHz
frequency band both by the standard correlator pipeline although
operated for blind line search, and the new pipeline. The RFI
problem has been detailed and the fine time sampling o↵ered by
the full digitization at 500 MHz with repetition rate of 8 kHz
allows for application of median filtering turns out to be very
e�cient even in the non protect band. The stability of the new
system is also very good and far better than the standard correla-
tor which su↵er from the analog signal transportation over 150 m
cables from the chariot to the correlator building. The radiometer
curves for both systems and the three frequency bands centered
on the HI clusters have been presented. After 1000 sec of inte-
gration the BAOelec system has reached a sensitivity of 2 mJy
while the standard correlator saturate around 20 mJy. With BAO-
elec we have investigated integration times below 1 sec which is
the minimal duration of an integration with the standard corre-
lator. It turns out that below this threshold a pure white noise
behavior is recovered which tends to prove that there is an addi-
tional noise with a 1 sec time scale. Possibly the source can be
the cryogenic cooling system of the low noise amplifier.

This quite long campaign of observations has shown that the
BAOelec system is quite e↵ective. This complete measurements
done on electronic test bench and also observation of bright
sources with a prototype of cylinder array at Pittsburgh Univ.
were 2 x 32 dipoles were connected in correlations and with the
FAN antenna array at the NRT (Deschamps et al. 2012). The
concept of "digitization as close as possible to the LNA" is be-
ing discussed for the TianLai undergoing project (?).
Acknowledgements. The observations at Nançay would not have been possible
with-out the help and support of the operators and of the technical sta↵ of the ra-
dio telescope. The Nançay Radio Observatory is the Unité scientifique de Nançay
of the Observatoire de Paris, associated as Unité de service et de recherche (USR)
No. B704 to the French Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS). The
Nançay Observatory also grate- fully acknowledges the financial support of the
Conseil régional of the Région Centre in France.
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✤ PAON : PAraboles à l’Observatoire de Nançay 
✤ PAON-4 : 4 D=5m dish, dense array transit interferometer 
✤ ~ 75 m^2 total collection surface, 8 = 4 x 2 (pol) receivers , 36 

visibilities - ~ 2 GBytes/s maximum data rate  
✤ 38 S < Elevation < 15 N → 10 < δ < 60 at Nançay
✤ 250 MHz band , 1250-1450 MHz 
✤ Interferometric resolution ~ 1 deg @ 1400 MHz 
✤ Aims: RFI cleaning , Tsys measurement, test calibration and map 

making methods in transit mode 
✤ Reach mK noise level (/per 1deg x 1 MHz pixels) over a wide 

frequency band - check instrument stability over long term 

PAON interferometer 
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PAON-4 configuration at Nançay -  
Latitude 47 deg 23’ - Longitude 2 deg 12’ E 
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b:the reconst map for case 2: 31 scanb:the reconst map for case 2: 31 scan
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PAON-2  ➞
installed September  2012

24

PAON Test Interferometer  
(J.M.Martin, J.E. Campagne)

PAON-4 
(F. Rigaud)

installation Nov 2013 - 
June 2014 

4 D=5m dishes 
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PAON-4 Test Interferometer  
November 2014
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Journée Instrumentation IN2P3 24 Novembre 2014 
Patrick STASSI – LPSC Grenoble – stassi@lpsc.in2p3.fr 10/19 

NEBULA Board 
Réalisation d'un numériseur rapide. 
 Numérisation en bande directe( 2GHz). 
 Minimisation des longueur coaxiales (implantation sous les antennes). 
 Intégration de pré-filtrage ”on ligne” 
 Réalisation courant 2015. 

D. Charlet / 
C. Viou
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Journée Instrumentation IN2P3 24 Novembre 2014 
Patrick STASSI – LPSC Grenoble – stassi@lpsc.in2p3.fr 9/19 

PAON IV System 

~ 60db 
~ 4m  

ADC 

NEBULA Board 

FPGA 

~ 2m  

~ 60db 
~ 4m  

ADC 

NEBULA Board 

FPGA 

~ 2m  

~ 60db 
~ 4m  

ADC 

NEBULA Board 

FPGA 

~ 2m  

~300m 

Clock & trigger 
Distribution 
(WR or custom) ~300m 

20GByt/s 
PCIExExt 
/Ethernet 

UPGRADE 
2015 
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Journée Instrumentation IN2P3 24 Novembre 2014 

Patrick STASSI – LPSC Grenoble – stassi@lpsc.in2p3.fr 11/19 

Le but de cette nouvelle étude est de remplacer la chaîne 
précédente qui intégrait une transposition fréquentielle 
de 1250MHz vers 250MHz à un système avec un 
échantillonnage direct. 
 
L'autre amélioration est la possibilité d'implanter cette 
carte au plus près de l’‛émetteur afin de s'affranchir des 
problèmes transmission de signaux large bande sur des 
coaxiaux. 
 
Le système autorisera une synchronisation sur plusieurs 
km avec un delta t de l'ordre de la dizaine de ps pour 
plusieurs centaines de modules.  
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Other 21 cm BAO projects 

• LOFAR
• GMRT
• MWA

• SKA-LOW
• HERA

• CHIME
• Tianlai
• GBT
• BAOBab
• BINGO

/012$"!34($,$5."j"ao"E=-5"

?"o"=FF"4$"EF"
=H"4$"PF"I;?"

?"o"EF"4$"H"
PF"4$"ESF"I;?"

?"o"H"4$"F"
ESF"4$"=SFF"I;?"z520
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TIANLAIDark Energy: The Cylinder Survey Study Group

• Jeff Peterson (CMU)

• Kevin Bandura,

• Bruce Taylor,

• Ben Maruca,

• Caitlin Lanni,

• Amy Stetten

• Jim McGee

• Uros Seljak (Trieste)

• Chris Blake

• Ue-LI Pen (CITA)

• Christope Yeche (CEA)

• Christohpe Magneville

• Jim Rich

• Reza Ansari (LAL)

• Bruce Bassett (SAAO)

• Jon Bunton (CSIRO)

I
R
F
U 30
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\

Tianlai site : 44.15 N , 91.8 E  
Hongliuxia Xinjiang, western China)
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Tianlai correlator & 
ADC boards
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Tianlai cylindrical 
reflector construction

(Nov 2014)
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✤ 2014-2015 : CRT type instrument (3 Cylinder array)
✤ 2015 :  TDA (Tianlai Dish Array) , 16 D=6m dish array
✤ 2015-2016 : Stage 1 - engineering array, 32 feeds 

✤ Aim : detect  optical × 21cm cross correlation at z ~ 0.7-1
✤ 2018 ? : Stage 2 - first science array, ~ 200 feeds (2016-2018)

✤ Aim: detect BAO with 21 cm signal at z ~ 0.7 - 1.0
✤ 2020 ? : Stage 3  DE survey,  ≥ 1000 feeds

✤ Aim: measure BAO with 21 cm signal in the redshift range 0.5…2.0

Development plan for the Tianlai 
21 cm DE survey 

34
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Toward SKA : EMBRACE 

35
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EMBRACE Pathfinder for SKA

EMBRACE
Steve Torchinsky

S. Torchinsky (Nançay)
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Dense Aperture Plane Array

`

● Fully sampled, 
unblocked aperture

● Large field of view 
(~100 sq. deg)

● Extremely fast survey 
machine for HI at 
cosmological redshifts

● Ideal for BAO survey 

S. Torchinsky (Nançay)
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Electronic MultBeam Radio 
Astronomy ConcEpt

 EMBRACE is an AAmid Pathfinder for SKA

 Largely funded within EC FP6 Project SKADS (2005-09)

 For EMBRACE:

 ASTRON: Project Leader, overall architecture, antennas, 

industrialization,...

 Nançay: Beamformer Chip, Monitoring and Control Software

 MPI Bonn and INAF Medicina: design of multiplexing circuits for 

RF reception, down conversion, command/control, power supply

 Two demonstrators built.  One at Westerbork (132 tiles) and one at 

Nançay (64 tiles)

S. Torchinsky (Nançay)
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4

Pulsar observing

EMBRACE@Nançay

● 176 observations since 18 Nov 2013
● Average: every two days
● Since August 2014: everyday, using 

saved calibration parameters
● Shows stability, reliability.

S. Torchinsky (Nançay)
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5

EMBRACE detects M33

Billion galaxy survey … only 999 999 999 to go !

EMBRACE@Nançay

S. Torchinsky (Nançay)
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✤ Exciting scientific perspectives  (DE, HI mass distribution 
and evolution at z ~ 1-2 …) for intensity mapping surveys

✤ PAON-4 & EMBRACE : testbed for data analysis, electronic 
developments …

✤ Chime, Tianlai can serve as testbeds to develop intensity 
mapping and open the way for larger instruments (SKA-
mid, Aperture Arrays)

✤ Scientific challenge : data processing, 3D map making & 
foreground subtraction …

✤ Contributions welcome ! 41

Outlook
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The End
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